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The UrantiaBook Internet School

The UBIS is off to an excellent beginning. The
fust five courses on the schedule are firlly enrolled
and are in progress. The courses have attracted English
readets in sevetal countries, and the tezchetf
faci l i tators report  enthusiasm and interested
participation in the courses

The courses are eight weeks in duration, and the
format follows the Socratic technique: assigned study,
questions, and guided discussion of responses.

The UBIS is now looking ahead and planning for
the second semester, the Winter/Spti"g scheduling
of courses. We are looking fot long-time teaders who

would like to serve as teachetf facilitators. If you
have teaching experience (either formal or informai),
internet skills, available time, and perhaps a favorite
topic, please consider teaching a class this spring.

This is a new and exciting service project, and we
hope that many of you will bring your talents and
dme, and ioin us in this effort.

P lease contac t  Doto thy  E lder ,  the  UBIS
chairperson, at delderO3@sprynet.com for more
information. We need to hear from those who are
interested soon, as the planning for the next semester
wi[ begin October 1.

Millenium I nitiative Committee Statement
T he Gul ley,

June

The Millennium Initiative Committee, in unanimity, believes that true unity of prupose, as manifest in a
unified, woddwide reader community, is in the best interests of the fifth epochal revelation as vre enter the next
millennium.

To that end, and with utmost respect for the self-acting integrity of the existing orgznizaions in the

communiry we unanimously recommend a formal working alliance between the International Urantia Association

andTlx Urantia Boa,€ Fellowship.

While the common experience and deepened friendships which were a significant part of our work
together n'ill forever bind the participants, we agteed to dissolve the Millennium Initiative Committee and encoutage
the existing orgarizaions to continue this process.

In friendship,

Travis Binion

Chris Ragetly

Seppo Kanewa

LynLear

V e r m o n t ,  U S A
t3,1999

Carolyn Kendall Janet Farrington

Sioux Harvey Nancy Shaffer

Kathleen Swadling Hoite Caston

Dave Elders Dan Massey

Gustavo Proano

David Kantor

Eddie King

Matta Elders

Fred Harris

Paul Snidet

Steve Dreier
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A  V i s i t  t o  R u s s  i a
Cernv JoNEs, IUA Aourxrsrneron

My invitation to visit St. Petersburg came ftom
Vitaly Kondratjeq a retired physician, who is in
process of becoming the Urant ia Foundat ion
Representative in Russia. Wotking through much
buteauctat ic red tape, he has become a book
distributot, makingit possible to distribute TbeUrantia
Book rn Russia. In 7997 Georges Dupont and Tom
Butns presented the Russian translation to the people
of Russia, but were able to bring only a limited number
of copies. Thtough Vitaly's telentless effotts, onJuly
29, 7999,900 copies of the Russian translation of
The Urantia Bookwerc received at Vitaly's office!

I was met at the airport on August 25 by Vitaly,

accompanied by Andrey Resnikov, who had agreed

to be my translator while in St. Petersburg. Andtey, a

Russian nadve, is a university professor of English

and a brother of Michael, who now lives in Finland.

These two brothers, who have both read the bookin

English ovet five times, were the primary translators

of the book that is now in the hands of their fellow

counffymefi.

The first afternoon and evening were spent

meeting with Vitaly and his wife, hina Mulchrskaja.

Andrey, ffanslator-supreme, was at my side throughout

the visit, and I was able to look in the faces and carty

on nninterrupted convetsations. We met in ahbtaty

near Vitaly and Irina's home.

After first discussing procedutes and needs for the

Foundation offi.ce, we focused on a reader update.

Vitaly reported that he has posted meeting notices

thete in the libtaql announcinglectutes onTbeUrantia

Book. They have been attended irregularly by a few

people. He has given teading assignments to be

discussed at the next meedng, but the patticipants

were not willing to open up fot discussion. He felt

that people were not accustomed to openly expressing

their feelings because of the Communist control for

so many years. A meeting had been announced for
Friday, stating that a fepfesentative from Amedca
would be attending. He advised me not to expect
too much response, but he thought some peopie
would attend.

On Thursday the magnificent world of St.
Petersburg was opened to me. We saw some of the
architectural rnasterpieces of the Emperor Peter the
Gteat and attended a performance of the ballet Swan
Lake.

Despite the grandeur of the old castles and bridges,
dudng the yeats of German occupat ion and
Communist rule, the city has had very little repair to
its buildings and wide streets. There was a sharp
contrast in eras, and I was amazed to see young women

in stylish dresses and high-heeled shoes walking on

the cobblestone sidewalks. As I obsetved the people
I noted malry mature people wearing old-styled

peasant garb. Looking at the serious and unsmiling

faces, I saw a proud, strong, coruageous people who

had survived long cold winters, economic rips and

downs, and long years of suppression of individual

freedom.

On Fdday, the library ptovided a theaffe-style room

with about 50 ted-velvet stationaty chairs, divided by

an aisle. As we enteted, we were greeted by about 15

people who were waiting$dd1 smiling faces. As Vitaly,

An&ey, and I were seated at the front table, more

people arrived, almost filling the room.

Many of the faces were unfamiliat to Vitaly.

Evidently, word had circulated about the meeting as

a result of the library posting. In his opening temarks,

Vitaly announced the formation of the bookbusiness

and the role he was playing as Foundat ion

Representative. When he toid of the first arrival of

the books, applause etupted. He then inttoduced

Andrey and me.
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I came vdth no prepared script but brought geetings
from the Foundation Trusteeq Executive Director and

Stafi the Counql of Presidents and VicelPresidents,;and

the Coordinating Committee. More applause.

When the floorwas opened forquestions, the fitst

was regarding the Trustees, their names, occupadons,
how the system worked, their tesponsibilities. I

explained their primary duty was to print the book,
keep it inviolate, and provide for a group to

disseminate the teachings, which led to an explanation

of the IUA. I explained that the otgantzaion was
simply a scaffolding a task-oriented organization that
meets for the purpose of doing something-to study

and practice the teachings of The UrantiaBookand to

give to the world the message that God lives in their

hearts and minds and that he will give them guidance
for theit lives. \We are a group of teligionists who
believe in the religion of Jesus, not about Jesus. At

that time, a beautifrrl v/oman who was sitting on the

ftont tow stood up and said, "\We believe all that you

have said. We have been pmcticing these things for

nine years. We are teady to join the IUA now!" At

that time 14 people spontaneously stood up, smiling
and nodding in agreement.

kina (a cotnmon Russian name) said she been out

of town in 1997 when the Russian translation was

introduced. Howevet, she had already teceived the

English book in 1990. \Uith the help of a ftanslator

she read the entire book and started g.ri"g Urantia

lectures in maoy cities.

She, alongwith the group that had come with het,

invited the three of us to a special meeting at her

home the next day where we would meet the rest of

the group. Aftet firther questions and answers, it was

4geed to meet the following afternoon, which had not

been in ow plans, but took priority over all else.

The Saturday afternoon meeting was one to

temembet forerrer! We met at ldna's third floor,

typical Russian apartment. Twenty people had

prepared a delicious vegetadan feast, primarily of

produce from their own gardens.

Befote eating, everyone seated around the living

room began telling of theit individual search for tuth.

Present wefe men and women who were teachers,
engineets, accountants, and pensioners. Although
they had been taught Communism, many had knourn,

deep down, that there was something more-some

knew it was God calling. Their seatch ended when
they attended Idna's lectures.

Sometimes their meetings are held daily. After

achieving a fitm unde6blrling of the teachings, their
second-stage goalis to each form a Soup like kina's.

Over and over they expressed their gatitude to the
Foundation and the translators for giving them The
Urantia Book in their native language.

Thtoughout these soul-baring stories I was
reminded of this quote:

Religion is so vital that it persists in the absence of
learning. It lives in spite of its contamination with
erroneous cosmologies and false philosophies; it
survives even the conftnion of metaphysics. In and
through all the historic vicissitudes ofreligion there
ever persists that which is indispensable to human
progress and survival: the ethical conscience and
moral consciousne'lss [ 107:8].

In a demonstration how they contact theit

Thought Adjusters, we stood in a circle, holding handq,

shoulder-to-shoulder, with Idna praFng the most

beautiful prayer I have ever heatd. The feeling that

was pfesent in the room was beyond description.

In conversing with kina, I learned that she holds

Mastets Degtees in Philosophy and Psychology and

is an econornist, a playwdght, and a producer. Apart

ftom herwork, she ptesents Urantialectures to gtoups

in many cities. In addition to the many readets

scatteted in the periphetal areas, there are latge groups

in vadous cities: St. Petersburg, 32;Kieu,56; Khatkov,

100+; Chernovtsi, 50; Dnepropeftovsk, 80; Odessa,

100+; Voronezh, 50; Zhitomfu, 40; Moscow, 30; and

Andrey's hometown, 15.

I made apromise theywouldhave an IUAinMay

2000.

In parting, I told the group: Lenin attempted to

conquer the wodd without God. The people of

Russia will conquet the world fot God thtough love.
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Ref lec t ions on IC 99 a t  Vancouver
Excnnprs FRoM REpoRTs By Sroux Henvev,

Certrv JoNns, AND JAMEs Woooweno

The IC 99 conferencewas anatnzingexperience.
This international conference (IC) happens once

every three years and has a fesdve atmosphere. In

between the ICs, the Fellowship has a summet study

session that is focused around study of a patticular
topic of the book. These study sessions are usually
less well attended. Our IUA conferences are much

more study or task focused. The three sryles fit "i."ly

with one another because each has a different focus.

Fellowship Conclave

On August 7, the day before the conference, some

20 members of International Urantia Associations

participated in the Fellowship Conclave which was

initiated by the First Society of Chicago. This was a

significant event, as no such meeting had occurred

since the 1980s, and the invitation to attend was

warmly received by the IUA.

The event was co-facilitated by Batbara Newsom

of the Fellowship and Cat\Jones of the IUA. The

focus of the meeting v/as to find ways of working

together in our individual communities. To that end,

itwas aresotnding success. Manyreports were given,

demonsttating joint events and ptoiects.

'We 
went to the meeting in a spitit of love and

brotherhood, and the meeting ended in iust that

manner. Thete was no attempt to solve any

organtzaltonal differences. The IUA made it very

clear that they are completely sure what their

principles and objectives are and that they will

condnue to pursue worthy projects, centeted on

disseminating the teachings of The Urantia Book, as

delegated undet Article 3.4 of the Declaration of

Trust.

The conclave really started a process, rathet than

being an end in itself. The most ftequently heard

comment was that attendees wefe "encoutaged" by

the meeting. Many spoke of further healing and of
being re-modvated. There was a feeling of openness
and goodwill that pervaded the meeting as well as the
entire five days of the conference.

The Five Days of Conference

To be with sevetal hundred readers in any

environment is special. The Vancouver conference

gathered over 905 readets, including 79 children, 40

teenagers, and 7 86 adults.

Our quest of sharing in our Father's love and

reaching to be spirit-led was the center of the

conference. Every morning ule sat and worshiped

together in the magnificent Chan Center.

The progtam was divetse, as one would expect-

including the Teaching Mission, UFOs, and historical

studies on the boo\ as well as sessions on parables .
and meditadon, prayer circles, and enough worship

and spititual growth-centered offerings to keep a

seeker h"ppy. Truly a t temendous vadety of

educational and enriching workshops was available-

it was dif6.cu1t to sort through the choices and decide

which to attend.

The plenary speakets included GardJameson, Paul

Snider, David Kantor, Janet Graham, and Paula

Thompson. Entertainment included the Urantia choir,

the Vancouver choir, Pato Banton, Buffy St. Marie,

the Striders, Ftancyl Gawryn, and the Urantia kids (4

to 17 yeats old) who sang "One Wodd Is Enoughi

the last morning with Pato Banton. Thete was also

plenty of exposute fot  homemade music and

imptomptu jams, including a duet of 'You Are My

Miracle," featuring Richatd Keelet and Kathleen

Swadling. Bob Salone played an inspirational piece

on the piano at one of the morning worhip services'
'We 

were all delighted, uplifted, and thankfirl that we

have such a depth of talent among out ranks'
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It was really nice to have so fnany children and

young adults running around the place, enioying their

vacation, participating in acti'rides, but largely rgnonng

the grown-ups. The programs and activities geared

to the kids wete great, and it seemed as if they were

having their own mini-conference' Hats off to Sara

Blackstock and all her helPers.

The Trustees' talk on Monday was vety well

received, with many from the audience commenting

that they liked what they heard. Richatd Keeler's

talk was especially moving, leaving ̂  gteat feeling of

hope among the listenets'

At the General Council meeting on Friday, the

Fellowship passed a tesolution to suppott the

Millennium Initiative alliance with the IUA'

One of our greatest challenges is to continue to

build the interpersonalrelationships between our two

member otgatizaltons. Nothing gives us the potential

to solve our differences like getting to know each

other as people, which is where love can grow' We

have had upheavals and conflicts that have led to

mutual distrust. We are healing, andwe now seem to

v/arit to do better as a unit.

It's a wonderful family of believers that we all ate'

The sttength of both orgatizattons lies in the depth

of the dedicated, talented, and evoiving personalities

that belong to each group. Membetship is a smali

part  of  who we 21s-1h6i1gh, granted i t  has

contributed to no small amount of gdef in the last

decade. But minds and heatts are changing across

the boatd even though controversy gtabs the

headlines. It's much like that analogy-people are

mostly just trying to work through their lives as best

they can. And so are all their neighbors, but when

the newspaper shouts that an unsavory crime has

been committed, people question their sense of

community and civilitY.

The sensationalism of the past doesn't seem to

resonate well with most of our readers these days,

and we pray that the leadership is closing in on

forgiveness and dedication to future work in a

collective spirit. There realiy is no other choice'

Par t  IV  I l l ega l l y  P r i n ted

Jurv 22,1999

We ate sadto acknowledge that one of ourbrothem

and fellow readets, Harty McMullan III, has chosen

to print 15,000 copies of Part IV of Tbe Urantia Book

as a separate book.

We see Mr. McMullan's publishing Part IV separate

from Parts I,II, and III as counterproductive for the

following reasons:

7. It is illegal.

2. It does not presefve the text-the entire

text-inviolate.

3. The authors of the book have given us a

carefully painted picture of the cosmos, its

odgin, history, and destiny in relation to the life

and teachings of Jesus, our Creator Son, as he

is carefully porttayed in Parts I, II, III, and IV

of the book.

4. It encourages other people to bteakup the

book, to bteak the law, and to violate the

copyright. \

5. It presents the Urantia teachings as a

Christian cult-especially with the crucified

Christ on the cover-rather than as the fifth

epochal revelation to the entire world' Tlie

Foundation has worked diligently to avoid

presenting The (Jrantia Book as anothet "white

^211'5 leligi on"-vvfa1s5s the Kotean and Arabic

translations and the Ttustees' fecent trip to

Muslim Senegal.

6. It is an affront to the unity initiatives'

Utantia Foundation is considering its legal po''lhott

and response at this time' It asks you to discourage

people ftom buying this illegal, unauthorized, and

pattial ptesentation of the fifth epochal reveladon'

For further information, please contact: Urantia

Foundation, 533 Diversey, Chicago, IL 60614 USA

Ph: (773) 525-3319,Fx: (773) 525-7739.

4
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The Futu te  o f  Our  P lanet
As a . tKnowntt  and t t lJnknowntt  Real i ty

Pnnp S6nnn, Ter.r"rNN, EsroNre

The Unntia Book Readers' Conference in Estonia, at Karepa, 12 August 1998

Part II. The future of our plane* scientific and prophetic predictions

Modern man tends to put his confidence in

science; let us, therefore, have a look at some scientific
assertions.

A recent United Nations study shows that the

population of the wodd will be 7.4 billion in the year

2050 and 10.8 billion lrl2150. This is actually ̂ vety

optimistic view, based on the assumption that evety
woman would give birth to only two children. The

vision becomes quite something eise if the average

birth rate will continue to be what it was in the pedod

of 1 990-1 995. In that latter scenatio, this planet will

be populated by 269 billion inhabitants in 2150-

about 20 times mote than in the U.N. study! Can you

visualise the U.S.A. with a population of 12 billion ot

our small Estonia with 75 million? Another aspect in

2150, the developed countries utill accommodate only

10 percent, instead of the current 19 percent, of the

wodd's population. It doesn't require much to ptedict

that the wotldwill be witnessing an earth-shaking cdsis

somedme between 2030 ztd2050; our planet simply

carinot sustain a population as massive as that. Out

enefgy and other natural fesources w'ill become

depleted. The ecological crisis of today will appear

more like a child's game compared with these more

setious ptoblems.

Is there a solution to these ptoblems? It seems to

me that practically nothing has been achieved'

Consumption and the matketplace have become the

trsrv lsligion. From the viewpoint of this "1sligion,"

only the present pleaswe is real; the futute is assessed

only in terms of how to produce and how to make

people consume material things in increasing

quantities.

Leaders of our governments dare not break the
sad news to us. They know it, but they dont broadcast
it that during the next celrtury out ttaditional energy

resources, oil and gas, will probably become depleted,

even in the conditions of the most optimisdc turnout

of the population grov/th.

It is not my purpose to ftighten you or to raise a
"world improvement" campaign. I am merely

informing you about this very precarious situation

thatwe arc facing.This situation may make us believe

that the angels of the future, the Melchizedeks, Christ

Michael, and others have a solution to the mounting

crisis. I personally feel very pessimistic about

mankind's abilities, on its own, to control this situation

and solve it. W-hat doesThe UrantiaBookhave for us?

From a world standpoint, werpopulation has never

been a serious Ttroblem in the past, but if war is

lessened and science increasingly controls human

diseases, it may become a serious probiem in the

nearfuture [myemphasisl. At such otime the great
test of the wisdom of world leadership will present
itself Will Ursntia rulers have the insight and
courage tofoster the multiplication of the overage
or stabilized hurnan betng instead of the extremes
of the supernormal andthe enormously increasing

Wtps of the subnormal? 1770:81.

You are sometimes shocked at the rcmages of war
but you should recognize the necessityfor prcducing

large numbers of mortals so as to afford ample
opportunityfor social and moral development; with
such planetoryfertility there soon occws the serious
problem of overpopulation. Most of the inhabited
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worlds are small. Urantia is overage, perlnps a
trifle undersized. The optimum stabilization of
national poptlation enlranc e s cttlture and prevents
wm And it is awise rwtionwhich lvtows when to
cense growing [908:1].

It is natural that people crave abettet standard of

li"irg.But ahigherliving standard cannotbe the only

obiective of our lives.

Atfirst Wwas a strugglefor existence; nowfor a
standard of living; next it will be for Enlity of
thinking, the coming earthly goal of human
existence [910:l].

Mechantcal irrentions and the dissemination of
knowledge are modifying eivilization; certain
economic adjustments and social changes are
imperdive if cttltural disaster is to be avoifud. This
new and oncoming sociol order will not settle dotwt
complacently for a millenniurn. The humon race
mt$t become reconciled to o procession of changes,
adj ustments, and readiustments. Mankind is on the
morch toward a neril and unrevealed planetary
destiny [1086:4].

There is another serious danger threatening out

civiiisation, and that may cofne from space.

Asttonomers with their theory of probability were

unable to predict well in advance that there would be

a comet falling on Jupitet in 1994. Since then,

astronomers have been paying much more serious

attention to the dangets posed by undiscoveted

asteroids and comets. \7e know about the Astetoid

1997XF 11 which regutarly tangents the earth's otbit.

Tn 2028 this astetoid may approach the eatth within

the exftemelynarrowmargin of only 48,000 km. This

is the reading of the most recent calculations. The

diameter of this body is a"mete" 1.5 km.

Asteroids do pose a danger. Wehave to temember

that these minot bodies, with an average diameter of

1 krn, can usually be discovered only 25 to 50 days

priot to their passing by our planet. Larget asteroids

can be detected sooner, but if they do ctash on the

surface of the eatth, the cataclysm wiil be of

unptedictable prop ottions.

We haveleamed that the U.S. Congess has appointed

special rcseatch groups to examine this danget, and the

Senate has allocated a billion dollan for the ptoiect There

are similar rcsearch grouPs in Russia.

The latest dangetous situation of this type occutred

on 20 May 1993 when an asteroidwith a diametet of 5

to 10 km passed by our planet at a distance of "only''

150,000 Lrn. In asttonomy, 150,000 kilometres is a very

short distance. Astronomets, hovrevet, did not detect

the intruder until a day latea on2lMay.

Dudng the last five years astronomers have

discoveted 20 nevr comets named Centaurwhich have

not yet passed by the sun. Their orbits are irregular,

and their diameters tange between 100 and 300 km.

Astronomets view it possibie that some of those

comets may, in the coutse of a few centuties, fallinto

the sun or onto any of the planets in our solat system.

Astronomerc are expectingto discover similat comets

in the next few years.

Religious believem may assert that they ttust in

our loving Fathetis protection. We teaders of. Tlte

IJ rartia Bookmay believe that eternal life is our spititual

insurance. But does that insuance have any beadng

orr our matedal life on this Planet? \

The mortal mind can immediately think of a
thousand and one things---catastrophig pltysical
events, appalling accidents, howific disasters,
painful illnesses, and world-wide scourge s---qnd
ask whether such visitations are correlated in the
unknown moneuvering of this proboble

functioning of the Supreme Being. FranHy, we
do not lvtow; we ore not really swe. But we do
observe that, as time passes, all these dfficult and
more or less mysterious situations alxtuys work
out for the welfare and progress of the universes.
It maybe that the circumstances of ercistence wrd
the inexplicable vicissitudes of living are sll
interwoven into a tneaninglful pattern of high
value by the furtction of the Supreme and the
overcontrol of the Trinity [115:6].

Readers of The Urantia Book have fio reason to

believe that life on eatth will come to an end in some

kind of a cataclysm. On the othet hand, orrr progress

6
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on Urantia has never been linear. Many cdses and
sudden changes have beenvritnessed. As I said earlier,
a suddenly discovered dangetous asteroid may fall on
the earthwithin 25 to 50 days of its discovery. \il7e know
that a recent mofe extensive cosmic catastrophe
happened in 1908 in Sibetia near Tunguska. The
astronomers of those days were unable to predict it.

There are reasons also for us to keep watch on the
sun. Dut ing this century astfonomers have
astonishingly enough observed a certain correlation
between the sun's magnetic activity and politicai
turmoil on earth. From that viewpoint, the next three
years can be politically quite hot. In the course of
these three years the sun will be going through the
culmination of its 1l-year cycie of magnetic activity.

This is not the right place to discuss politics. I can
only mention that during this century the U.S. Army
has intervened eleven times in the affairs of other
countries, and it has each time happened during the
sun's magnetic rise or culmination.

But let's have a look at prophets. We sift out those
prophets whose prophecies have not come true. This

v/ay we shall find the very few tue prophets. One of
them is, ir -y opinion, the famous Nosftadamus. He

himself asserts that he received his ptophecies from

a divine being. But we should bewate of accepting

any interpretad.ons of his prophecies; we should

instead read his original texts. Since we are attending

this confetence as teadets of. The Urantia Book and

not as readets of Nostradalnus, I will discuss oniy a

few aspects. Most of us are ptobably familiar with

his most famous prediction (Quattain X72):

'"Ihe year 1999, seventh month, ftom the sky *ill

come a great King of Terror: to bdng back to life

the geat King of the Mongols Before and after Mats

to reign by good luck"

Because this translation itself is an interptetadon,

those who are more intetested should peruse the

original text in French. Some interpreters suppose

that the "seventh month" calr mean September;

September was the seventh month of the Roman

calendar, "sept" meaning "seven" in French. It may

very well turn out that nothing exftaordinaty happens

on that date. Should it so happen, it would be the
fust case of an indisputabie eror for Nostradamus.

Some of the interpreten of Nostradamus considet
"King of Teror" to be a dangerous asteroid of comet.

" . . . there will have fallen ftom the slry such a great
abundance of fire, and of burning stones that nothing
will remain unconsrrned. And this will occur a short
time before the final conflagration."

It is good to know that Nostradamus claimed his
prophecy to end irL 3797 .

Quatrain II 41 can also be interesting to us: "The

great star will butn for seven days, the cloud will cause
two suns to appear. The big mastiff will howl all night
when the great pontiff will change country." In my
opinion, "the great pontiff " can mean Christ Michael,
who is working some changes on Utantia.

Today it is obvious that the starting point of our
traditional time reckoning (A.D.) is wrong. But perhaps
we should count the millennia stafting, not from the

birth of Jesus, but rather ftom his baptism (ot from

the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth). If we do so, the
second millennium would be a thing of the past in

A.D. 2026 or respectively in 2030. That is extremely

importantif we readin Tbe UrantiaBookthe following

paragtaph:

From time to time, on motion of the planitory
authorities or the systemrulers, special reswrections
of the sleeping survivors are conducted. Such
resurrections occur at least every millennium of
planetary time, when not all but "many of those
who sleep in the dust awake. " These special
rcsarrections me the occasionfor mobilizing special
groups of ascendersfor speciJic sewice in the local
universe plan of mortal ascension. There ore both
proctical reasons and sentimental associations
connected with these special resut'rections [568:5].

We may detect teferences to some kind of a cosmic
event'1n the end of dme" also in the wtitings of the
prophets Daniel and Ezekief and in the Apocdypse.

Jesus was resurtected in the beginning of the third
day after his death. It is not impossible that his
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followets will be resutrected also in the beginning of

the third (PamdisQ day (thfudmilleooi tm) afterthat event.

In the instructions given by the superhuman

revelatots to the Contact Commission we tead: "It

lThe Urantia Book) ts not germane to the spectacular

episodes of epochal tevoludon." It is cleat that we

are not called to initiate an "epochal revolution." But

what, then, does it mean? We only know that the book

has "a wotld-wide mission."

We know also that thete is only one way of

accelerating human progress, and the wayis "pressufe

from above." It is quite cleat that the human race ̂ s ̂

whole has manifestedlitde response to the centripetd

power of love; hence the centdfiryal power of fear is

remarkably strong.

Fear has protected us from nuclear war. The feat

for the former Soviet Union united the Westetn

countries. Could it happen that a danget from the

skies vdll make people of the Earth more friendly

towatd each othet? \fil we be more friendly also

toward our cosmic brothets if they ate coming to

out rescue at the moment of danget?

I dontbelieve in accidents. Whathappens depends

on the human will and divine destiny. How do people

of Urantia wake up ftom materialistic secularism and

religious fanaticism? The need for a change is pressing.

Shoc-k therapy is occasionally employed as medical

treatrnent. Will the wodd as a whole need cosmic

shock thempy to heal?

To speak about potential catastrophes is not

popular. But to go on believing in linear progress does

not help us if we find ourselves in a ttue crisis. A

deepet understanding of the whole process can be

mote he$fulfot us.

Readers of The UrantiaBookmay find it fascinating

to learn that an llth-century kish ptophet, Saint

Malac\ O'Morgair, was in the possession of a list of

all future Popes. According to his list, thete will be

only two more Popes. Aftet them, a Judgment Day

will dawn, said he. It is probable that this means a

new disp ensational adjudication.
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The Urantia Book says: There has never been a
magisterial mission on your world. . . [567:6]. This
anomaly is perhaps due to Caligastia's ioining the
Lucifer rebellion, and Adam and Eve's default. Divine
mercy is conditioned by divine righteousness. Does
this actually mean that people will be judged as
righteous and undghteous, as those who ate saved
and as thosewho are not?--:This is a crucial question.

Part III: The Law of Seven

The more truth you lvtow, the more truth you are,
the more of the past you can understand and of the

future you can comprehend f1297 :31.

Is it possible for us to comprehend the laws of
human evolution-what it was, what it is, and what it

willbe? Do we have the adequate tools for that? Out

words and concepts should be abstract, universal, and

comprehensive enough.

It is difficult to find any more universd and inclusive

symbols than the nr:rnbers. Nurnber one cao symbolize

one moment, one man, and even one God. People of

almost every cultue have contemplated the meanings

of numbers. The ancient Greek philosopher and

mathematician lJrth4goras concluded that the woddgs

a wholewas based on numbers. In ow rea &ngThe U rantia

Book we may obsetve that this notion is in part true.

Why is the numbet of superuniverses sevgn, not fout

or thirteen? The answer is that Deity divided itself into

t}ree persons, and dl possible combinations of three

yield the number seven. The Seven Master Spirits were

created in a similar fashion. The pattern of evoludon,

thug seems to be the follovdng
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The first three columns can be foundin TheUrantia
Book;the fourth one shows seven stages of evoludon
the way they are sometimes described. As these fourth
column concepts are easier to understand, I shall be
employing them extensively. Because their origin is in
the thtee Deities, it is possible that these seven stages
are universal for all evolution. We may discern a cosmic
code there, one that perhaps helps us to undentand
every evolutionary process as a whole-its past,
present, and future. Once we have determined the
current stage of any subject, we can generally
comprehend the process of its whole evolution!

To begin with, let's cast a look at the stages of
human life.

I am under the imptession that most of us found
Tbe Urantia Bookwhen we were between the ages of
22 to 36-at the Inspiration stage, we were truth
seekers. We then give expression to the truth, that is,
v/e put it into action; it becomes ̂ p^rt of our life. In
the end we assimilate the ttuth. The lengths of these
periods vaty from person to person-the scheme
above is just an example.

We look next at Christianiw:

1l Thesis Life and teachings of Jesus

2 | Antithesis Betrayal byJudas, Peter's deni
crucifixion of Jesus,Apostles i
confusion

3 | Synttresis Reswrecd.on of Jesus and his
morontia appearances
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But let us look at the epochal rcvelations:

1 | Ddamaaateachings lThesis

2 | Edentia teachings Antithesis

3 | Melchizedek's ingsl Synthesis

4 | Jesus's teachings I Inspiration

5 | UrantiaBookteacYtnas I Expression

6 l ? Action

7 | ? lAssimilation

There is no doubt that the Dalamatia teachings
about the Fitst Source and Centre constitute the
Thesis. The Antithesis becomes clearer if we look at
it as a complementary principle. !7e know that the
Father bestowed all possible qualities to the Son.'The
mission of Adam and Eve consisted of anti only
because of the rebellion. Otherwise, their mission had

been complementary to Dalamatia teachings. The

Urantia Book insttacts that Adams and Eves have

defaulted also on other planets. At this stage of the

anti, it is easy to make mistakes. @Iarriage, too, might

belong to this stage. Man f q7q1n21-that seems to

be a hard test.)

Melchizedek synthesised trust and faith. Jesus'
teachings as an Inspiration does not need a comment.

The Urantia Book as an Expression fits also very weil

into the picture. The book gives a new expression,

among othets, to Jesus' teachings. Had Jesus written

his teachings into a book, he wouid have been off-

target with regard to the Inspiration stage, and the

whole evolutionaty process would have suffered.

of the Spirit of
bqjnning of gospel movement

5 | Expression Bible as the basis of religion

6lAction Christian Church as a pivotal

institution

7 | Assimilation I Conclusion of Christianity
(dispensational adiudication?)
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If we collate the fourth and fifth epochal

reveladons we can understand why the religionists of

the foutth stage find it difficult to trndetstand the

religionists of the fifth. The religionists of the fifth

stage do not in general expedence similar difficulties.

Because number five symbolizes the Father and the

Spirit, this stage is ptedominantly that of the mind'

We need to focus next on Thought and Action.

Because this sevenfold pattern chatacterises the

seven superuniverses, it gives us some i"kli"g of the

nature of the othet supetunivetses. Because our

Orvonton is charactedsed by the Father, the Son, and

the Spitit, its nature is that of assimilation, and

Orvonton will become an assimilation of the

achievements and experiences of the othet six

superuniverses. That is why it requires much mote

time to get Orvonton complete.

In conclusion we scrutinise the Uranda movement

from this viewpoint. Whete ate we now?

We may see that the most dangetous stage is now

behind us. The Urantia movement is still relatively

yorurgr and there is potentially much to be achieved

at the next stages.

The lavr of seven may turn out to be hepfin in our

getting a grasp of the present. tilflhat is most helpful is

that this approach affotds the opportunity of out seeing
the ptocess in its entirety. The symbolic way of
thinking can be somewhat strange fot tmanof science;
nevettheless, it is one way of descdbing the world'

In conclusion: We all have a tendency to
overemphasise our current concepts, andin so doing
we lirnit our potentials for gtowth. That is natura[ we
need cetainty. We tend to believe that tomorrow
will be like today and that the day aftet tomortow will
likewise be a similar one. This approach has the

appearance of being tealistic. One of the obiectives
of my discourse was to rock the boat a bit and deprive
you of apat of this cettainty and to show that human
progress and evolution happen in a gteat variety of
ways. Hopefully this has not aroused in you senseless
fears and worries with tegatd to our future. This may

have been a little provocadve, but I felt that I mustn't
tell you iust the good news.

I have been desc.ibiog a numbet of ways of
looking at the futute; I wanted to limit my

cornrnents on the contemporary political issues

to the minimum. You might have somelfring to
add, to ask, or to comment from yout viewpoint.
I don't feel thatyou can or should agtee with all

of my approaches, intetptetations, ahd

explanations. But ultimately' Fathet's will must

be done. And I am sure that we all cap agree on

that.

Now my discoutse has come to the end of stage

number one. It is time to move on to numbef two-

Antithesis-which means quesdons, opinions, and

discussion. The samewillbe the pattetn of all through
this confetence.
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Cont radict ions or  Cr eat ive Tensions
in The aRANTIA Book?

Jnrrnnv'Sfletrlns, Srerr Wnrrrn

'Was 
Jesus evet in a hurry? Page 1703:2 says "neve/';

page 1509:1 says "only a fevz times." Cao we discern
uuth, beauty, and goodness in the phenomela of the
materialwodd? Yes (2078:7) and no (1137:3). Haveyou
ever nod.ced what seemed to be a contradicdontnThe
Urantia Book? How did you react? Do the authors
themselves offer any guidance to help make sense of
such an experience? Sometimes we need only draw a
simpie distinction to resolve the problem; sometimes
the question surpasses the capacity of the human mind;
sometimes there is a challenge calling for emotional
matutity and soul gowth.

Some tensions seem comparatively triviaL Is our first
duty to stdve for perfection (?2:1) or to worship God
(303:5)? I dont believe thete is any reason to tesolve

that difference. Even the issue of whethet the Book of

Job presents an excellent (1060:5) or poor (1664:3)
concept of God seems to be a matter of what features

the commentator chose to emphasize. Other tensions

are hard. Tqrt"g to synthesize perspectives and hints in

the papers regarding the management of epochal
revelationis as difficult ataskof interpretationas I knovr

On the whole, the 196 papers exhibit a magnificent

consistency, but there are apparent gaps in that

consistency and impotant lessons to be leamed ftom

pondering them. In formal logrc a contradiction is a

disaster, since it permits the deduction of any statement
whatsoever. It is evident that putting together output

by authors ftom all over the univetse was not governed

by the "ideaf' of producing a formal system. Because

tensions between different passages are so rare, some

readers repress the recognition of an apParent

contradiction, assurning that a revelation could contain

no such thing, and assuming that the authors had

complete infotmation and complete 4greement about

its interpretation. After all, rrery strong claims are made

for the endudngvalidity of the histotic facts and religious

truth ptesented in the book (1109:3). Other readers,
insisting that faith must not foster betrayal of intellecnral
mtegnty (7714:,7), ate keen to spot contradictions but
hasty, failing to nodce that what one passage affirms is
usually not the same as what another passage denies.
For example,the Gods neither creote evil nor permit
sin and rebellion 1613:2); yet a cornment on the Lucifer
rebellion states, We cannot fathom the wisdom that
permits such catastrophes P61:Tl.Paradise has an exact
geogmphic location (118:5), yet it is not for syace Q2A2)
which only makes sense once you begrr to reelize that
spacehas a highly specific meaning in this tel<t (n$.

The papets offer elements for a philosophic technique
of tespondingto different kinds of apparent contradictions

1. One kind of apparent conffadicdon adses ftom
the fact that the authors often had to use single words
from ourlimitedvocabtrlary to conveymultiple meanings. \
\7hen we realize that terms such as "God' 

Q:14r4:12)
"force," "enetgf'and "powet'' (9:3-10:5) have vadous

meanings, the appropdate response is to study to discovet

the multiple meanings a term m^y caffy so as to know

the options for interpreting a particulat passage. Is the

golden nne, for exampig an interrnediate standard (1 573:3)

or an ideal (1950:3)? That depends on the meaning attached

to the term "golden de." In this case we can find a

m ediating p as s age- 1 650 :2- 1 6 5 7 : 4-that cle a rly

distinguishes levels of meaning of the rule, providing a

key to harmonize tensions between other passages.

The power of the technique of shifting word*

meanings is revealed in the comment on Jesus' way of

speaking of the kingdom of heaven. He would use the

same term on various occasions to refer to five diffetent

phases of the kingdom. By this process of grsdua@

changing men's will and thus affecting human

decisions, Michael and his associates are lilcewise

Sradually but certainly changing the entire course of

human evolution, social and otherwise [1863:5J.
11
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2. Some contradictions are betterregardedas ceative

tensions. They shour a deliberate strategy to make the

readet thin\ and they challenge our tendency to jump

to conclusions. Creative tensions both sharpen

interpretation and make the mind more flexible. The

authors, whose goal with the readet is to engage not

only the human intellect but also the Spirit of Truth

and the Thought Adjuster (17:2), subdy lead us to

become more open in our way of teading and listening

to the presentation of truth. If the authors always

attached a single meaning to each word, we would

become dogmatists, intolerant of linguistic vadation,

incapable of thinking fot orrselves and of exptessing

truth in a contanpotary and spontaneous way (1087:3).

Flexibility of expression helps liberate the reader ftom

the imposing authority of revelation.

The two sides of a tension are sometimes juxtaposed

before us in the same passage. The gendest introduction

to this technique is the way we are told of God as a

universal spirit Said the seer of old: "Lo, he goes by

me, and I see him not" p5:21.
Noticing this ftiendly play on words prepares us for

a more difficuk lesson. Section one of Papet 5 begins

by explaining the inability of the finite ueature to

approach the infinite Father 162:31. The ensuing

exposition, noting the provisions made for our ascent,

carefully bridges th" g"p between the fact of our initial

inabrlity and the resounding affirmation that God is

approachable (62:3,63:6). In this case, the appropriate

response is agin to let the tension dtaw our attention,

to differentiate meanings, and to meditate in the hope

of facilitating the work of the Adiustet and the Spirit of

Truth who done can accomplish revelation.

Jesus, I believe, deliberately put a creative tension in

the Ordination Sernon. The apostles were told that

they are "to save men, not to judge them"; and then

were immediately told to show "jwt judgment," not

presenting what is holy to dogs or casting peads befote

swine (1571:4-5). There ate two things to do with a

passage such as this. Fitst, the logical mind can draw

distinctions to dispel any seeming contadiction on a

litetal level. In this case, tecall that judging souls is not

the province of mortals and that iustice is a gtoup

function. However, the response to the tension is not

fulfilled bv reason. Once the distinction has been made,

it remains easy for the mind to work only with a single
side of this teaching rather than to undertake the soul

govrth needed to respond to both sides.

3. M*y seeming conffadictions result ftom the

many-sidedness of truth and ftom the fact that, on a

particular occasion, it may be appropriate to highlight

only one side. The many-sidedness of truth has

occasioned confusion for the apostles (1617:4) and

divisiveness among later followers of Jesus (1,866:4; 42:6).

We allorr for this and ate, thetefote, not shaken when

we read, "Dust you qre and to dust slnll you teturn"

is lrterally true of all mankind p69:61. Jestas taught as
the occasion served; he was not a systematic teacher

11672:4). Think what a butden it would be to balance
every statement with its complementary sides! Thus

Jesus could say to Ganid "I am absolutely assured that
the entire universe is friendly to me" [1470:0]; and in
his fatewell discourse he could alert the apostles to "the

enmity of the world " $9ar6:61. [For a mediating passage,
seeJesus'rernadrs on evilin his systematic discorrse on
reality (1435:3*6) where the relative nature of evil is
expressed in terms of the incompleteness of the time-
spaceJimited expr4ssion of infinity and eternityl

4. Some apparent conttadictions result ftom the fact
that the authots somedmes talk about the same topic
ftom diffetent perspectives. None of the authors'is
infinite; and finite knowledge is telative to the knower's
expedence $2:2-a). The authors of the latet papers
seem to have rcad and respected the papers previously
indited. Even when theywant to propose an addition,
modification, ot change of emphasis, theywrite so as to
avoid ditect conttadiction. For example, compare the
discussion in 434 of health, sanity, and happiness with
the strikingly similar passage x 7097:6, which inserts
mental fficiency in place of sanity; and compare the
supreme religious proiect (constucting a philosophy of
living) of 43:4with the evangelistic project of 2082:9-
2A83:7, in which exclusive devotion to Jesus an&ihis
teacleings take precedence over the themes of tuth,
beauty, and goodness.

When there ate diffetences of opinion, the simplest
response is to let each teadet identifr with the view
closest to his or her own opinion. Sometimes itis better
to try to synthesize information ftom highet sources
with information ftom lower sources, attempting to

12
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imitate the Ancients of Days,who corelate highet and
lower sources of information in order to deduce the
will of God (309:4; 310:10).

A Solitary Messenger assrues tx,Thefinite worldwas
made by an infinite Creator-it is the handiwork of his
divine Sons-and thercforc it must be good. It is the miswe,
distortion, and perversion of the finite that gives origin to
evil and sin 11222:21. A Nfighty Messenger teaches:

. . man's Creators-his immediate supervisors-
while being divine farel also finite, and that the God
of time and space [is] an evolving and nonabsolute
Deity. . . . When viewing the exquisitely perfect
spheres of Havona, it is both reasonable and logical
to believe they were made by a perfect, infinite, and
absolute Creator But that same reason and logic
would compel any honest being, when vianing the
turmoil, imperfections, and inequities of IJrantia, to
conclude that your world had been made by, and was
being manuged by, Creators who were subabsolute,
preinfinite, and other than perfect [268:1-2].

Here we have an honest expression of how things
look ftom two perspec$res, one higher and one lower.
In this case, all I can do is to honor the fact that the
team assigned to produce the papers tolerates
differences. There is no imposition of orthodoxy.

5. The most painfi:l contmdictions are not a matter
of formal iogic at all. We read, for example, of the
temporal contradictions of mortal existence [2087:3],
and think of the inconsisterrcies oftemporal ineqtnlities

[1268.1]. On the topic of equality and inequality many
readets feel a contradiction that they know is not strictly
intellectuaf since it is easy to distinguish senses in which
we are equal ftom senses in which we are unequal. The
teaching of brotherhood, spiritual eq"lity, in the family
of humankindis the alpha and omega of the revelation
of human relations; but we are also taught, especially in
Part III, to acknowledge that we are not equal in a
civilizational sense (63:2-3; 738:2-5; 7 94:9 -1,2; 1468:3).
It would be nice if it were enough to add this distinction
to owphilosophy, recognizingboth the truth of equality
and the facts of inequality-a feat too complex for many
people today. But the energy for this philosophic
achievement comes from a spiritual source. The
appropriate response, in the face of inequalities, seems
to be to noruish the mind so fi:lly on the truth of qpirihol
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equality that, as other inequalities are lucidly
acknowledged, the recognition of civrlizational
superiodty and inferiodty becomes ftee of every trace
of contempt, envy, and antagonism. Rather, we engage
in the ptoject of helping one another attain the superb
equality that is our destiny as finished ascenders e45:9;
cf. 538:6; 624:6; 566:6; 516:1;533:6;7779:7 -8).

6. For thehurnan mindthe hardest tensions to penetrate
are inherent in the difficrity of comprehending God

God is immutable; but not until you achieve Paradise
status can you even begin to understand how God
can passfrom simplicity to complexity,from identity
to variation, from quiescence to motion, from Wnity
to finitude, from the divine to the human, and from
unity to duality and triunity [58:7].

To understand the Ttioity, we will iust have to wait
(31 :B). The incarnatio n of aCreator Son we will never
understand (1317:1).

With other tensions we wrestle. Though ir rs literally
true thqt God is all qnd in all 144:51and that God is the
dynamism of all change [1155:6], we must rcject the
colossal error ofpontheism [1300:4]. To avoid thinking
that God does werything we must distinguish primary
and secondary causation (1298:1-7); accidents are not \
prearanged (1830:7). Nevefiheless, a Divine Counselor
teaches that God ha s made a way for the lightning [47 :2]
andthatin the larger sense the apparent " accidents " of
the cosmos are undoubtedly a part of the finite drama
of the time-space adventure ofthe Infinite in his eternal
manipulation of the Absolutes [56:4].

Wisdom suggests studying each passage for
everything it has to teach in its own coritext. The
problems of topical study should not upstage the
expedence of a sequential reading of the papers.

When it is out tum to express truth, it is not always
fittirg to offer a studied, diplomatic, and harmonious *

account. Circumstance invites a speaker to highlight the
melody of one particular side of a many-sided truth.
Nor can we cling to any one favodte passage on any
given topic as necessadly being the key to responding to
everything relevant that may come up. Responding to

the situation, accepting our limitations, we move beyond

intellect to allow divine truth to move aftesh.
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The Mind Arena o f  Choice
Cnnrs Mosnr-nv, OxronosruRE, GREAT BnrrerN

The concept of Mind in itsel{ in the abstract,

unlimited sense of the word does not imply ftee wi[

but the individual min4 mortal min4 has freevill as an

inseparable, defining component. In the pass4ge on p.

1216 entitled "The Mind Arena of Choice," there is a

striking sentence that almost expresses the ketnel of

the whole hr.rrnan condition: Human corcciot$ness rests

gently upon the electroclumical mechanism below and

delicately touches the spirit-morcntia enetry system

above 11216:61. Viewed in these terms, what a fin+

tuned creature a human being seems;what a mysterious

fragiJity evetyday existence has; and what grave

responsibilities are implied for all the choices we make!

Whether undifferentiated, in the sense of infinite

or absolute mind, or finite, acting through the ministry

of the adjutant mind spitits, all mind can be

supedmposed eneqgy Q0222)-nother wotds, mind

can ditecdonize enetgies through its own choices.

Mind adds meaning to energy.

Another thing we can say about all mind is that it

originates from the Third Source and Cenfte, the

Thfud Person of Deity. But that does not mean that

mind is inherently divine. If it were, it would

presumably be ftee of erot and misiudgement. Nor

would it be distorted by feat and pteiudice.

One of the mysterious features of creatute mind

is that it develops in ways that cant be accounted for

by physicai gtowth or intellectual matudty. Individual

minds do aspire upwatds, ot inwards, to the Third

Source and Centre, which atftacts them through the

mind-gravity circuit. If this were not so, presumably

the creatute races would never progress, because they

would not be able to assimilate values and make

choices based on more than mere Things and

Meanings. But we, as materid beings, cant view this

objectively; being unable to discern mind-gavity at

work, we cant distinguish it from spirit gravity.

Matedal beings ate most familiat with the workings

of material savity. It is the only kind of gravity of

which motals can have objective evidence. In fact, even

that gravity is something we have only discovered in the

last fout centudes of our long existence. Mind, we learn

on p. 140, is Oryanized conscioumess which is not

wholly subject to material grovity, andwhich becomes

truly liberatedwhen modiJied by spirit 1140:7).

Because of this invisible gravity pull, similar to how

the tides ate affected by the pull of the moon, out

choices as mottals, then, are not as free as we might

imagine. We must remember that Adjustets have minds

of their own (1181: 4), but dont exercise free wilL this

is the pterogative of the will cteatutes they indwell

(1183:5-7). They have indwek us tkough an act of

volition, but their own free will is sacrificed to ours.

The prepetsonal is at the disposal of the petsonal.

And this is why it is so dangetous to automatibally

attribute our moral choices and decisions to Adfuster

guidance. The Adjuster's leading may be felt in the long

term, and may be seen with hindsight, butthe book tells

us (1208:4) it is wiser and safer to atffibute out thoughts,

choices, and decisions to puely mental activity.

So we come to the cnrx of the ptoblem. What I've

been saying is just an attdnpt to prepare fot teading
'The Mind Arena of Choice," the passage onp.7276.

Let's try to comment on each paragraph.

The metaphor of human soil used in the first

patagmph Q276:2) imphes that mind has noutishi4g and

nurtudngproperties for the futute moronda soul. This

is a hurnbling teminder that minds have more wotk to

do than merely steering us through mortal life.

In the second pangtaph (7216:3), the origin of

individual min ds-intellectual selves-rnthe cosmic

mind is likened to the origin of nebulae-an awesome

simile. This serves to temind us. at the verv least. that
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mortal mental activity is a distant echo of the cosmic
destiny that awaits mortals whose minds have been
evolving through the ministry of the universe mind-
spirits.

The third pamgraph (1,21,6:4) likens mind to an
arerra, a venue for an important and visible
petformance. In this aterrz, far-reaching choices must
be made.

The fowth paragraph (1216:5) reintroduces and
te-emphasizes the concept that this is a unique and
irredeemable set of choices that our mortal minds
must make: on these choices depends our whole
futute course as ascending beings.

I've already commented on the magnificent
sulnmary of the human condition that we find as the
kemel of the fifth paragraph. Look again,though, at
the reinforcing message: it is nat so muchwhat mind
comprehends as what mind desires to comprehend
that insure s surviv al 1121 6:51.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  U R A N T I A  A S S O C I A T I O N O U R N A L F A L L  1 9 9 9

The next paragraph (1217:1) shows us the pe'ils and
responsibfities of having a borrowed mental vehide.
Freewrlll choices are roudnely made with shot-term gains
for the self in mind. But the hard lessorq perhaps the
hardestleson to learn,is howto sr:cender thatwillto God's

Pengraph 1217:2 seems hard to understand at first,
as it implies that the vast majodty of moftals are
unstable, but this is what they are, if we view their
choices as whims, or dependent on certain sets of
finite circumstances.

Paragraph 7277:3 restates the relationship of mind
to the Adjuster. It is why they are called Adlusters
rathet than Manipulators or Controllem.

And the final paragraph contains magnificent
truths that can't be distilled into summaries: Mind is
your ship, the Adjuster is your pilot, the humanwill
is captain [1217:4]. The imagery of shipwreck and
pedl at sea reminds us again of the heavy onus on
mortalbeings to make right, Adiuster-guided choices.

Chin  Reasons  to  be  Cheer fu l
Manx PHrLtp Br,oorvrrlnI,D, Umrno l(nqcnou

Come on everyone,let's get this Chinese translation
finished so that we can offet the Master's teachings
to our brethren, the yellow race. Let's contdbute
whatevelwe can spare to Uruntia Foundation's
uanslation fund to finance this crucially important
ffanslation for the benefit of much of China's 1-2
billion people.

These are the days we are given. Gteat days for us
to "be about the Father's business," gteat days to
attempt to extend the Kingdom of Heaven. And it
seems we are the fortunate few blessed with this
unique opportunity of rendering this supernal service
to our fellows in the East.

In conjunction with caring for our immediate
familieg what greatet investrnent can we possibly make
than to help fund the spreading of our beloved
Soveteign's teachings to the uttermost parts of the
earth? What a tremendous retufn such an investment

may yield, not merely for ourselves, but for all future
generadons! Beyond Kingdom building in our own
homes, cities, and nations, what greater good carr we
possibly do? And the sooner such a askis completed,
the sooner this blessed text can be made available to
what in this case would prove to be no small fraction

of the entire human race.

How can we ever be depressed ot downheatted
when confrooted vdth such magnificent oppornmities
for thtilling service? How can ftansient darkness ever

demoralize ot dissuade us when ways forwatd such q1

these open up before us?

So come on, chaps, let's unite and serve, for our

time on this Earth is short and the need of the hour

is gteat. Let's a[ sisters and brothers together, despite

what we each may have contributed previorrsly, p"ll

again with one accotd, for these are the days we ate

given- days to cherish for all futute time.
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The unntia Boo*in the Muslim Wodd
Excrnsrs FRoMA REpoRT By

Gnonces MrcnnmoN-DupoNT, FneNcu

Many of us have wondered if and how The Urantia
Book and its teachings could be accepted by the vast
and growing Muslim world. This story is at least a
partial answer to those questions.

How the Story Began

Moussa N'Diaye is a 68-year old professor of Social
Psychology at Dakar University. He is also a truth-seeker
and all his life has been devoted to find the truth about
God. Having grorvn up as a Muslim, he exceeded his
beliefs and entered into a spiritual jouney that led him to
{tnd I-^e Uare I'URANTIAin 1973. After a careful reading
he started to study its teachings. Soon he was convinced
of its revelatory nature and decided to share the new truth
with his fellow countrymen.

His teaching technique

Knowing the naturc of the lsligious thinking and the
cultural background of the Senegalese (basicaliy Muslim),
he thought i.t was not appropriate to introduce the book
itself without a careful intellectual and spititual
preparation. Therefore, he studied how Jesus aught his
aposdes and his group of believers. The presentation of
new truth needs a soft, non-invasivg and loving approach
that will not hutt the individual beliefs. He also selected
in the Koran some basic principles and concepts thatwere
close to Tbe Urantia Book teachings and on which he could
statt the introduction of expanded ideas.

From 1973 to 1980, he conducted sessions of questions
and answers without revealing to anyone his source of
inspiration. During all that time through his wise personal
ministry, he expanded the understanding in the mind of
the students and prepared them to accept new truths. He
also gave lectures and conferences based on the teachings
of The Urafiia Book to his fellovr prcfessors, religious
leaders, and political officials.

Finallyin 1980, he decided to tell agrcup of veryengaged
studerrts abwtThe Urantia Book A new group including his

four sons was formed and started a systenatic study of
Tbe Urantia Book. Most of Moussa's wodr was based on
petsonal teachings. Soon a core of students appeared.

What Moussa taught first

The Muslim tmdition says that God has akeadydecided
for each and every human being; therefore, if

they do bad or good, itt God's vrill. Moussa started his
teachings with the lessons about the Seven Adjutant Mind
Spfuie, followed with Personality and the Thought Adjusrer
(alloving the students to understand the functioning and
interaction of those three elements in their orvn minds).
In this way, they realize thattheir personaliqv has a relative
free will and that they can conduct their own lives and
survive death by making their own choices.

The realizaion that God lives in their rnind and can
help their soul to make those decisions was for most of
them a great discovery and a relief. Women lvere
particularly sensitive to such teachings and felt liberated
from the Muslim tradition that says that only the husband
gives wornen access to Paradise. Havrhg previously
expanded their undersanding, the nevr tmths were easily
accepted. Having the methods of Jesus as an examplg
we can appreciate the wisdom of such slovr and wise
approach to teaching new truths.

Each student becomes a teacher

Moussa also trained his students to becorne teachers.
He asked them to make presenadons on various topics,
and he used sessions of questions and answers as a method
of training. When new readers corne to the group, Jch is
assigned to one of the student/teachets, females with
female teac-hers andmaleswidrmale teacherc. The teachen
give individual teacleings twice a week, sarting as Moussa
did and focusing on practical and spiritual matters. The
emphasis is put on practicing the teaching every day. The
success of this non-invasivg respectfrrl, and loving method
is self-evidenr The group of teachers and students is novr
gtouring and expanding outside of Dakar.
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The underlying reasons for such a success

Back in the 1950s the Revelators advised the eady
leaders to form thousands of study groups from which
leaders and teachers would emerge; today we are
expedencing the wisdom and insight of such a method.
Two factors are instrumental in the success:

- The presence of a leader indwelt b.v the Spfuit-wise,
patient, persevering, educated, respected, respectfu! loving,
showing the fruits of the spitit in his/her daily life and
moved by the desire for unselfish service.

- The pactice of a wise rnethod based onJesus, methods
of introducing new truth to the individual Respect for the
individual believers, a positive and lordng approad methodical
expansion of understanding, presenting new truths st4 by
step, shorwing the nevr light with'\isdom and discnetion.,'

SaidJesus to his apostles: Mybeloved, youmust always
make adiference in teachingso as to suityourpresentation
of truth to the minds and hearts before you 9691:41.

The trip to Senegal

Georyes Mdrelson-Dupong his wife. and Richad Keeler,
having heatd rcporn of Moussa NDiaye and his strdents,
made contact with Moussa and flew to Dakaq Senegaf on
May 73, 1999. InGeorges' ovin words:

"The next thrce days were wonderful. We had several
meetings, convetsations, study groups with different
peoplg and visits with families. We listened to individual
testimony of their religious life and shared our
understanding of the teachings of The (Jrantia Book.Yery
quickly I came to the conclusion that they all lived the
teachings of the book, and it became obvious that they all
shoured the fruits of the spirir Irnmediately I felt the same
indescribable feeling of belonging to the family of God
that I expedenced in Nashville. Madene and fuchard felt
the same. Dudng our entire stay an atmosphere of
undetstanding and love was omnipresent Beyond our
differences of cultue and skin color, itwas apparent that
we were only one human racg the children of God.

'Before the trip to Dakar, I believed the Muslim wodd
would be the last to accept the teachings of Tbe (Jrantia
Book. I also wondered hovr illiterate people (over 60
percent of the wodd population) could have access to
those teachings. It becomes clear to me that the Revelators'
plan, the pnctice of Jesus'method, and the truth contained

F A L L  1 9 9 9

in the teachings of The (Jrantia Book ate instrumental to
the success of the Fifttr Epochal Revelation.

"Moussa's students were not specially skilled to teach
the concepts of Tbe Urantia Book,although there are some
basic concepts and methods to learn by ftaining. Rather
they were ftansformed by living the teachings in their daily
Iives, and as a resulg they were attmctive because they
shoved the fruit of the spirit loving and unselfish service
and the tactful ministry to others. At this time, and
according to Moussa, morc than one thousand individuals
in Senegal have been taught about the new truths andTbe
Urantia Book.

'Aes, The Urantia Bookwas available in Dakar, but it
was through a special and carefirl outeach that more than
a thousand women and men were introduced to its
teachings. To give away Tbe Urantia Book may help, but
petsonal introduction to the book and loving ministry is
much rnore efficient and effective.

"To start the spreading of the teachings of Tbe[.Jrartia
Book tn a given country rcquires a strong leade{ teachet,
enlightened vdth the teachings of Tlte (Jrantia Book-a
native of the country, who understands the needs of his
fellovz countTrmen and knows about their cultural. social.
and religious backgtound. He will minister by teaching
students, organiztng the grourth, and forming a corc of
teachers that will minister in the surounding area. With.
cate, petseverance, and patiencq the new truths will soon
become contagious and will replace the old beliefs in the
heatts of hundreds and thousands of individualB. We can
see the results of such plans in Estonia, Finland, France,
Lithuania, Senegal, and o*rer countries.

"I have full confidence that slowly but surely the
Muslim world as well as other cultures will be exposed
with success to the teachings of Tbe Urailia Book if we
keep our souls in patience. Evolution is the patient and
slowtechniqueprovided by God to rnake dre humanbeing
Godlike. Revolution is the impatient and unwise technique
used by Caligastia to prevent human beings ftom becoming
Godlike. h

'You cannot force a horse to drink but you can make
him thfusty, say the wise. By our spiritual flavor we can
attract our fellovr men for new truths.

'{W'e are planting seeds but we should not expect
to harvest, for that is God's privilege and delight, and
if we love him we want him to be delighted."
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Seeing Sc ient is ts  As Par tners
NrAL Wer,onop, GnNrve, Swrrznmar.ro

The Midwayers assure us, the worst of the
materialistic age is over, then state,The higher minds
of the scientific world we na longer wholly mderialistic
in their philosophy. Neverheless, they concede rhat
the rank andfile of the people stiil lean in that dhection
as aresult offormer teachings lN76:91.

Evangelizing the ranh and file of the people is not
the challenge we face, even though their undedying
psychology appears to have changed little over the
last half century. It would be quixotic aod
counterproduct ive to hawk the Midwayer
Commission's eloquent refutation of materialistic
fallacies (2076-2050), or the equally persuasive
comments by a Melchizedek of Nebadon (1135-
1142). I am strongly convinced that readers of the
fifth epochal reveladon must operate by attraction-
not by attempting to proselyt ize ot promore
"convefsions,"

DuringJesus'visit to the northern Italian lakes, he
pointed out to Ganid the impossibility of teaching a
man about God if the man does not desire to know
God 11466:1]. We must also pay close attention to
Jesus' subsequent instrucdon to teachers and believers:

Always respect the persorulity of mm- Never slntild
a righteous cause be promoted byforce; spirituol
victories can be won only by spiritual power This
injrmetion sgainst the employment of material
influences refers to psychic force as well as to
physi cal force. Overpowering ngtments and mentql
superiority are not to be employed to coerce men
and women into the kingdom. Manb mind is not to
be crushed by the mere weight of logic or overawed
by shrewd eloquence 11765:41.

Fundamentalist Chdstians tend to focus on Darwin
and other 19th centuy scientists, poruaying them as
aggressors and originators of the conflict between
teligion and science. But this ignores earlier assaults

from the side of institutional religion, such as the
mid-1 7th century prosecu.tion of Galileo. Fortunately,
teaders of The Urantia Bookhave no reason to argue
the point or attempt to apportion blame. To the
conffary we must concentrate on makingpeace.

The Midwayers emphasize:

In reality, true religion cannot become irruolved in
ony controversy with science; it is in no woy
concernedwith material things. Religion is simply
indffirent to, but sympathetic with, science, while
it supremely concerns itself with the scientirt
[n76:7].

This sympathy for science and concern with the
scientist provide half the resources v/e need. But how
can v/e persuade colleagues and friends on the other
side of the chasm to cease criticizing teligion ftom
"scient i f ic" 

perspect ives? We can staqt by
understanding this antagonism as an accidentof social
development over the last few centuries; It is neither
a mathemadcal axiom nor a phenomenon of nature
The Midwayets assure us that science need not
challenge teligion:

Science should do for mon materially what religion
doesfor him spiritually: extend the horizon of ttfe
and enlarge his personaliqt True science csn hove
no lasting qnrrcl with true religion. The " scientific
method" is merely an intellectual yardstick
wherewith ta measure material adventures and
physical achievements. But being materialqnd
wholly intellectual, it is utterly useless in the
evaluation of spiritual realities and religious
experiences p078:al.

In constructing an imaginative approach that
harmonizes and unifies all dimensions of the revelators,
teachingg we should welcome science's ptactical value,
as well as its key contdbutions to abalanced appraisal of
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the frrll range of human experience. A Melchizedek
of Nebadori stresses how science, religfon, revelad.on,
and philosophywork together for our overall beaefit:

The science of the material world enables man to
control, and to some actent dominate, his physical
envirunment. Tlw religion oftlrc spirinal exryrience
is the source of the fraternity impulse which enables
men to live together in the complexities of the
civilization of a scientific age. Metaphysics, but
more certainly revelation, affords a common
meeting groundfor the diseoveries of both science
and rcligion and rnlces possible tlrc hwnan attempt
Iogically to correlate these separote but
interdependent domains of thought into a well-
balanced philosoplty of scientific stability and
rcli gious c ertsinty [1 1 39: 1].

Science discovers the material world, religion
evaluates it, andphilosophy endeavors to interprct
its meanings while co-ordinating the scientific
materiol vietwpoint with the religious spiritual
concept [1139:7].

On mindal levels! the overall gowth of humanity is
closely connected with the achievements of science. In
Paper 42, "Enetgy-Mind and Matter," , Mghty
Messenger states: The ability of the mortal intellect to
conceive, design, ond create automatic mechonisms
demonstrates the superior, qvative, and purposive
qualities of manb rnind as the domincmt influence on
the planet [483:1]. He then proceeds to declare:

Mind always reaches out tMs:

1. Creation of material mechanisms

2. Discovery of hidden mysteries.

3. Exploration of remote situations.

4. Fonnulation of mentol systems.

5. Attainment ofwisdom goals.

6. Achievement of spirit levels.

7- The accomplishment of divine destinies*
supreme, ultimate, and absolute [483:1-8].

Science unquestionably dominates the first tfuee
of these activities, and we calr expect it to make

FALL 1999

significant contdbutions to tJrree of the other fow
(i.e., numbers 4, 5, and 7). This pattern will also apply
to the ascendant life, dudng which science, religion,
and philosophy *ill continue to stimulate us and
reinforce each other. On page 1138 of The (Jrantia
Book, a Melchizedek declares:

But as ascending man reaches inward and
Paradiseward for the God experience, he wilt
likewise be reaching outwwd ond spacewud for
an energl undewtanding of the moteriol cosmos.
The progression of science is not limited to the
terrestrial lfe of rnan; his universe ond
n4tentniverse ascension scperiencewill to no small
degee be the study of energt transmutation and
material metamorphosis. Godis sptrit, but Deity is
unitlt, ond the mity of Deity not only embraces the
spiritwl values of the Universal Father and the
Eternal Sonbut is olso cognizant ofthe eneryfircts
of the Universal Contrcller and the Isle of Paradise,
while these two phases of universal reality ue
pedectty correlmed in tIrc mfud relationships of the
Conjoint Actor andunifrcd onthefinite level in the
emerging Deity af the Supreme Being.

The tmion of the scientiJic attitufu and tIrc reli gious
insight by the mediation of experiential philosoplry \

is part of man's lang Paradise-sscensian
q(Wrience. The appacimatiorw af mathemdics and
the certainties of insight will always requ#e the
harmonizingfunction of mind logic on all levels of
ercryrience short of the macimum attainment of the
&rpreme 11138:1-2l.

On our planet Urantia in the flickedng fina} months
of the 20th century, long-cherished resentfnents
continue to noutish illusions that prevent
reconciliadon between religion and science. As a first
step, both sides must abandon afrogance and cultivate
funmility. Fortpnately, there ate ceftain emerging!
realities which seem to hint at that:

- A few popularizets and philosophers of science
are beginning to wonder whether the logic of God's
plan may help scientists decode cosmic atigins and
destinies or decipher the quandaries of subatomic
physics
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- A few professors of theology or philosophy are
analyzing ptocedures used in developing and validating
scientific theories, while pointing out that these
approaches have much in cotnmon with methods used
by philosophers and theologians in announcing
conclusions and propounding principles.

Although all such initiatives have significant
benefi.ts, they tteat lsligion and sc{ence as intellectual
abstractions bereft of energy, activiry and life. This is
deeply unfortunate, for both science and religion are
tiving quests that seek to explore and interpret the
unknown. A Universal Censor tells us:

In human self-consciousness fow universe-reality
realizations are latent and inherent:

I. The questfor lmowledge, the logic of science.

2. The questfor morcil values, the sense of duty.

3. The quest for spiritual values, the religious
experience.

4. The questfor personality values, the ability to
recognize the reality ofcod as apersonality and
the concurrent realization of our fraternal
relationship with fellow personalitie^s [196:5-9J.

In reaching out to scientists and other citizens of
Urantia who tend to apptoach life from a scientific
viewpoint, sre must show them we understand that
the fust quest is inextricably linked to the otherc and
essential to the unity of human experience. We must
emphasize our high regard for the contdbutions of
sci.ence to the advance of humanity. We must show
interest in and sympathy for the activities of
science-the work scientists actually do. If we thus
link arms with scientists and give them ample
opportunity to develop increased tolerance fot
characteristics of otrrs that may seem strange to them,
perhaps they will someday see us as partners in their
search for a better wodd.

Mission Statement of the ruAIownal
AS APPROVED BY

THE CoUNcIL oF NetToNeI, Pnrsroexrs AND Vrce-PnesIDENTs

Tbe IUA lournat is a quaredy publication of the
Internadonal Urantia Association. The oublication
was created to firlfill these purposes:

-To encourage sedous study of Tln UrantiaBook

-To promote international understanding and cukural
gross-fslrilizadon as it pertains to readers working and
studytng together

-To provide a forum for the scholarly exchange of
ideas and interpretations of The [JrantiaBnok

-To collect and disseminate to a vdder audience papers
presented at IUA conferences

-T" h€hl€ht exemplary service projects of readers

-To update IUA members on news within the
organization

Editorial Policy:

Tlte Journal accepts articles submitted for
publication within the following guidelines: 

.
Pdmaryfocus

Topics telated to Tbe Urantia Book, induding but not
limited to:

Topical study

Historical rcsearch or recent discovedes

Scientif,c research or recent discovedes

lvru7,1999
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Service projects related to Tbe (Jrantia Book

Application of concepts of Tbe (Jrantia Book to
contempofary living

Comparative study of religions

News of interest to the woddwide readership

Papers presented at IUA conferences, including
local, national, and international: Conference
coordinators will be asked to submit at least two papers
from each conference.

Secondary focus

Poetry inspired by The Urantia Baa,€ concepts

Short meditative or inspirational works inspired
by The Urantia Book concepts

Articles not acceptd for publication:

Discussion of political issues within the movement

Private revelation

Material criticizing Urantia Foundation or any
other organizafon or individual

Submission Procedure:

Tbe Journat accepts submissions for consideradon
for current or future issues. All submissions become
the properfy of The Journat, and none are returned.
Any not used are kept on file for potential future use
or may be directed to other IUA publicadons for
consideration. The Journat does not compensate any
author through payment or in any other manner for
such voluntary submissions. Whde the staff makes
effots to contact authors during the editing process,
Tbe Journat reserves the right to edit material as it deems
necessary for publication. While Tln lournal is gratefirl
fot and relies upon author submissions, it is unable
to personally acknowledge each submission made;
howevef, authors may feel free to contact Tlte Journal
to erisure their submissions were receiveci-.

When submitting articles, follow these guidelines:

-Articles must be typ.d. You may submit on paper
ot in an electronic format either through email or on
disk.
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-Articles should be from 300 to 5000 words in
length.

-References and quotes from The {Jrantia Book rnust
be identified using the method employe d in The
Urantia Book Concordance (1,993).

-Other references and quotations should use the
parenthetical style of documentation. Instead of
footnote numbers in the text, include in parentheses
the author's last name, yeat, and page numbers
teferenced: (Sandmel, 7979, pp. 204-206). Then
indude a list of sources referenced at the end of the
article. Use this format:

Author. (y.*). Titk. City: publisher.

Sandmel, S. (1979). Philo ofAlexandria.
Woodstock, NY Oxford University press.

-Articles will be reviewed by the Board of Editors.

-Articles may be submitted in any language in which
The Urantia Book is published. You may submit your
atide to any UrantnFoundation Office wcaddwide.

Conveotions of Style:

Speiling: The JorrnatwtJluse mixed English spelling)
reflecting the conventions of the individual author.

Punctuation: Tbe Journal vrill use standard
American punctuation.

Quotations: Quotations from Tbe lJrantia Book
will be italicized and will not be enclosed in quotation
marks. \Words or phrases that are italicized n The
UrantiaBookwill be set in boldface type for emphasis.
All quotations must be referenced by page and
pangtaph numbers. Entire papers may be refetenced
by the number of the paper vrithout page and
paragraph citations. Numbered subdivisions of
papers must be referenced by page and paragraph.

Other uses of italics: Italics will not be used in
the text of Tbe Journat except as requfued in the titles
of books and other publications. Words or phrases
emphasized by the individual author will be set in
boldface type. Words or phrases used as examples
will be set in double quotation marks
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In the year 2000 the IUA International Conference will be held at Wagner College in New York
City on August 4-7 . The conference site overlooks the beautiful New York Harbor and is only a
20-minute car ride from Newark International Airport or 45 minutes from JFK Airport.

August 3, Thursday, will be a pre-conference day that will focus on issues related to the Urantia
movement, the IUA, translations, and the Foundation. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the
conference will focus on its spiritual theme, "Living the Father's 

'Will," 
featuring speakers and

workshops. Children will be able to participate in a special program that will mirror the adult
program. Monday will provide a summation of the conference and will provide time for a planned
tour of Manhattan. Participants may stay an extra night at the campus for an additional fee.

The program planners are looking for volunteers for speakerc and workshop moderators, as
well as volunteers for the children's program.

For more information or to volunteer, you may contact Nick Scalzo at teVfax 1-860-669-4900 or
email MCHOLASWS@aol.com.
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